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1. It will be considered approved on the course, the student who achieves:
I – at least, 75% (seventy five percent) of the frequency on the didactic activities, programmed to
the semester, and
II – final average equal or superior to 5 (five), in the respective semester.
2. The academic performance will be expressed by a grade between 0 (zero) and 10 (ten), assigned to
each partial exam and to the final exam.
3. It will be considered approved on the course, with exemption from the final examination, the
student that:
I - fulfill the minimum frequency required in the didactic activities, and
II – achieve the arithmetic mean of the grades of academic exercises equal or higher than 7 (seven).
4. It will be entitled to the final examination the student who fulfill the minimum frequency required
in the didactic activities and has obtained at least 4 (four) on the arithmetic mean of academic
exercises.
5. The final examination will consist on a test, after the close of the school year, related to the entire
subject of the course.
6. In each course it will be approved the student who obtains a weighted average equal to or
Exceeding five (5), assigning weight 6(six) to the average of academic exercises and weight 4(four) to
the final exam.
7. Grade Point Average Calculation:

GPA = ∑ (Ci.Gi) / CS

where:
GPA - Grade Point Average
Ci - Number of credits corresponding to the course i
Gi – Course Average Grade i
CS - Total amount of earned credits
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